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At Glen Canyon, receding waters reveal a cathedral — and shift debate

COLORADO RIVER RECKONING | NOT ENOUGH WATER

STORIES BY TONY DAVIS | Arizona Daily Star

It was a scene many Southwestern water experts thought they'd never see. ¶ Certainly not at Lake
Powell, the nation's second biggest reservoir, playground for millions of boaters and fishers each
year. It's a place both beloved and hated after its creation three generations ago — by damming the
Colorado River — obliterated a transcendent natural landscape with water hundreds of feet high. ¶
But there it was, in a small side canyon, maybe six miles upstream of the main lake — a marvel that
had been underwater for most of six decades: A ribbon of water tumbled down a 75-foot-tall
slickrock face in a massive grotto of red, pink and orange Navajo sandstone. ¶ It is a place aptly
named Cathedral in the Desert before the U.S. built Glen Canyon Dam and flooded it out.

A group of river advocates who knew of Cathedral's historic reemergence approached the grotto in
May via a trickling stream, first by power boat, then on foot. It was a short walk to Cathedral from
where the creek slows to a trickle and hits sand, but it seemed like a visit to a lost world.

They were joined by a group of highschool teens and college students who swam, splashed and
frolicked in the greenish- hued natural pool, about waist deep, where the waterfall landed.

While sunlight barely peeped through the closed-in canyon walls, it radiated intensely off the
slickrock and reflected off a bit of the pool. The sandy ground surrounding the pool rose sharply to
form a bluff, maybe 15 feet high.

One moss-covered wall section looked like iridescent fish skin, with water seeping from the shiny
slickrock. All the walls dripped with desert varnish, orange-yellow to black coating often found on
exposed rock surfaces in arid environments, composed mainly of clay minerals, oxides and
hydroxides of manganese and iron. Cathedral lies at the end of Clear Creek, connecting to the
Escalante River, which itself winds around six miles of reddish brown slickrock before connecting
with the main lake body on the Colorado River.

One of the river advocates, a whitehaired, white-goateed 87-year-old retired electrical engineer
named Frank Colver, played a haunting, improvised melody on a flute he'd made four years ago
from an elderberry tree branch he'd gathered in Southern California's San Bernardino Mountains.
He wore a forest green cap that said 'Damn Dam' and a brown Grateful Dead jacket. The younger
crowd fell silent as Culver played, then applauded when he finished.

Cathedral in the Desert's reappearance underscores a huge transformation. It's one of many areas of
historic Glen Canyon now returning to public view as Lake Powell keeps falling, dropping
precipitously because of drought and climate change.

Cathedral and the rest of Glen Canyon had been underwater sanctuaries for most of the past 60
years — hidden beneath Powell's rising waters since the federal government closed the dam's gates
in 1963, creating the lake that straddles the Arizona- Utah border.

A lot of anger and angst had poured since then from environmentalists in the forms of novels,
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polemics, songs, protests and essays over the loss of the canyon.

The flooding of its slickrock, its pinkish sandstone walls, its rounded hoodoo sculpted rock
structures, the raw, reddish hues of the muddy river, its green pools, the cottonwood and willow
trees, the ancient Native American petroglyphs and other ruins, and the sheer serenity of the
canyon's atmosphere — all combined to inspire a movement, first to honor Glen Canyon's lost
world, then to fight for its restoration.

To many critics, Glen Canyon Dam was one of the U.S.'s biggest environmental mistakes of the
20th century.

In the 1960s and '70s, nature-lovers were ignited first by Edward Abbey's essay on a trip down Glen
Canyon in his 'Desert Solitaire,' and then by Abbey's novel 'The MonkeyWrench Gang,' a fanciful
account of a group of eco-raiders who plotted — but never actually tried — to blowup the dam.

In the 1980s, the radical group Earth First! dropped a 300-foot-long plastic 'crack' down the dam to
protest its presence.

The next decade, the nonprofit Glen Canyon Institute was founded in Utah to push for draining of
the lake and to ultimately ' Fill Mead First,' by putting all the water stored in Lake Powell in Lake
Mead, lying downstream of the Grand Canyon.

From A8

These efforts failed because they encounteredmore powerful economic, political and hydrologic
realities. For one, Lake Powell has been a huge recreational spot of its own, drawing millions of
visitors annually and thrilling boaters.

State and federal water officials paid no heed to the environmental protests and efforts, since they
counted on storing water at Powell for eventual delivery downstream to Arizona, California and
Nevada to meet their legal obligations under the 1922 Colorado River Compact.

Another reason is the dam generates electricity for about 5 million people living in seven states,
including summertime peak load power for the Phoenix area.

But now in Glen Canyon, new cottonwood and willow shoots are sprouting. Older, dead
cottonwoods are jutting 25 and 50 feet from receding waters.

Ancient rock formations long submerged now protrude 50 to 75 feet or more into the air. More
waterfalls, pools and grottos like those in Cathedral are emerging. At Cathedral itself and in many
other places, strips of desert varnish are slowly covering the canyon walls and beginning to replace
the trademark white bathtub ring that shows how far the lake's waters have dropped. Over time, the
varnish will rust into a darker red as it covers the bathtub ring.

'This is a dream come true, hiking into Cathedral in the Desert,' said flutist Colver, a retired
electrical engineer, as he approached the waterfall and pool. 'Woo-hoo!'

But this dream wasn't realized by adroit lobbying, timely litigation or a change of heart among
public officials. It was the product of the biggest environmental disaster in modern recorded history,
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one that calls into question the survival of the water delivery system on which 40 million people in
the West depend.

Global warming, triggered by the burning of fossil fuels, is blamed by many scientists and a fistful
of studies for up to half the decline in annual Colorado River flows of at least 20% since the start of
this century.

Those declines lowered Lake Powell's water level by about 170 feet from July 1999 to 3,523 feet in
mid-May, when an Arizona Daily Star reporter and photojournalist spent seven days on the lake,
including accompanying Colver and his fellow river advocates on their visit to Cathedral in the
Desert. Just in the past year, the lake had dropped 38 feet by the week of that visit.

While Powell rose more than 15 feet in the two months after that trip due to normal spring-summer
runoff and other factors, it started declining again in mid-July and is expected to keep falling for
many more months.

Conditions on the river are dire enough that, in June, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation ordered the
seven river basin states including Arizona to come up with a plan by August to reduce their use of
river water by up to 28% starting next year. That didn't happen, and the bureau didn't carry out its
threat to impose its own water cut plan on the states.

That left it uncertain what, if anything, will be done to reduce a water imbalance on the river
between supply and demand that's approaching 3 million acre-feet a year. That's about three times
as much as the Central Arizona Project canal system delivers annually to cities and farms in this
state's parched midsection.

At Powell itself, the water level declines have triggered a host of problems for visitors. All but two
of a dozen boat ramps are totally or partially closed because the water is too low for the ramps to
reach. A crucial marina about halfway up the lake has closed indefinitely. Some popular
destinations on the lake are now difficult or impossible to reach, and the future of reservoir
operations remains an open question.

But the question is no longer: Should Lake Powell be manually drained? If the lake keeps sinking, it
could eventually drain on its own.

Nor is the question, as many Glen Canyon advocates have framed it in the past, still: Should we 'Fill
Mead First?' Even if all of Lake Powell's water were emptied into Lake Mead, Mead would be
barely half full.

It's now: Will the lake drain on its own, before humans can figure out how to 'save' it?

And, should authorities plan for that, or should they plan and hope that the colossus that is Lake
Powell, its five marinas, its thousands of houseboats, its 186 miles of waterways and its shorelines
that exceed the length of the Pacific Coast, will outlast its skeptics ?

Light as through stained glass

In July 1954, folksinger, Hollywood actress and Colorado River runner Katie Lee encountered
Cathedral in the Desert during what was to be the first of her 16 rafting trips through Glen Canyon
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before Lake Powell drowned it.

A half-century later, Lee, by then an activist dedicated to getting the dam removed, described that
first visit to Cathedral in her book, 'Glen Canyon Betrayed': 'On to more stringy pools, up over
boulders slick with algae, into an immense cathedral. A stone altar stands dead center under the
dome ... Here the light seems to come through blue-pur ple-rose stained glass high above. It filters
down onto the altar, on top of which lies an eroded sheaf of rocks resembling a gigantic book with
its pages open!

'There are three of those cathedrals, each with its stone altar beneath the overhang, each with the
eerie light from the nave. Our 'oohs' and 'ahs' blend with the whispering water,' wrote Lee.

Then, in the early 1970s, after Powell had flooded Glen Canyon and its tributaries, the debate over
lake and canyon flared in print, when author John McPhee took environmentalist David Brower and
just-retired Bureau of Reclamation Commissioner Floyd Dominy for a boat tour of the lake for his
environmental classic, 'Encounters with the Archdruid.'

Brower, who had just left his job as Sierra Club director, told McPhee, 'The magic of Glen Canyon
is dead. It has been vulgarized. Putting water in the Cathedral in the Desert was like urinating in the
crypt of St. Peter's.'

Dominy, the dam's biggest booster, shouted back, according to McPhee: 'Don't give me the crap that
you're the only one who understands these things. I'm a greater conservationist than you are, by far.
I do things. I make things available to man. Unregulated, the Colorado River wouldn't be worth a
good goddam to anybody. You conservationists are phony outdoorsmen.'

Part of Cathedral briefly reappearedin the early to middle 2000s, when the Colorado River Basin
endured a shorter and less intense drought that brought Powell down to a then-record low of about
3,555 feet in April of 2005.

Katie Lee, then 85, was boated to Cathedral by an NPR reporter that spring. 'And I hear the
waterfall and I can remember that sound really well, 'cause it fell into this beautiful pool and the
pool was only about as big as this part where we are right now. You know, just a little circular pool
right here. That's all it was,' said Lee.

Mourning what was still lost, though, Lee added, 'The canyon wrens are gone because there's no
trees here, but you would hear the canyon wrens, and they were the Glen Canyons, and you'd hear
the trees rustling a little bit with the breeze blowing by. So there's a lot missing.'

Huge snows fell that year, boosting the reservoir by 50 feet. Cathedral and other remnants of the
pre-dam Glen Canyon were inundated again.

'Close to a religious experience'

Colver, of Newport Beach, California, and three others who belong to the Glen Canyon Institute led
the Star to Cathedral and several other once-vanished canyon landmarks in May via pontoon boat.
The Salt Lake City-based group has fought for 25 years to see the dam decommissioned and the
river run free and wild again.
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Their boat left from Bullfrog Marina, a once-vibrant boat departure spot that was close to empty
that day due to the record low water levels.

As he sat in the boat waiting to take off, Colver spoke of his first trip to Glen Canyon in 2011. It
was an extraordinarily wet year, in which Powell jumped another 50 feet to 3,660 feet by mid-
summer after having fallen considerably since 2005.

'There were no birds, no flies. All the vegetation was dead. It was a dead world,' Colver recalled.

Please see CANYON, Page A10

'This is a dream come true, hiking into Cathedral in the Desert.'

Frank Colver, Colorado River advocate

The tops of a grove of cottonwoods in Lake Canyon poke up through decades of accumulated silt,
now drying and cracking after resurfacing due to the drastic drop in water levels of Lake Powell in
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area.

KELLY PRESNELL PHOTOS, ARIZONA DAILY STAR

Left: The underside of Gregory Natural Bridge, passable for the first time in almost 50 years, spans
Fiftymile Creek, Lake Powell, Glen Canyon National Recreation Area.

Above: Dark streaks of 'desert varnish' above Fiftymile Creek, a result of seepage of oxidation in
the rocks, is beginning to erase the bathtub ring - the lighter colored marks left by receding waters
of Lake Powell.

CANYON
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Sightseers explore the formation known as Cathedral in the Desert in Glen Canyon National Recreation Area,
Utah. The cathedral has reemerged — revealing a waterfall that's some seven stories tall — after being
submerged for decades by manmade Lake Powell. KELLY PRESNELL, ARIZONA DAILY STAR

Glen Canyon Dam under construction in 1963. This view from upstream, behind the dam, reveals the eight
penstocks that feed water through eight massive generators in the power plant, producing electricity for 5
million customers in the West, including some in Phoenix. U.S. BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
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Tom Wright, an archaeologist and Glen Canyon Institute member, feels the water oozing from the rocks in the
formation known as Cathedral in the Desert. KELLY PRESNELL, ARIZONA DAILY STAR
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Expert: U.S. West's water management system on edge of collapse

The lifeblood of the West, the Colorado River, is slowly dying, its flows that nourish 40 million
people in seven states shrinking without respite.

The planet keeps heating up, and the reservoirs that feed the canals bringing water to lettuce and
alfalfa fields and to faucets, toilets and lawns keep falling.

The state governments charged with the river's management are locked in a standoff over how to
wean themselves from decades- long dependence on this water that

borders on addiction. That dependence has been enshrined into the U.S. legal system through
treaties, regulations, compacts, court decisions and statutes that collectively add up to the Law of
the River.

They can't agree on who should take the biggest cuts, despite pressures to do so from the federal
government. Federal officials haven't followed up on their threat to impose a solution, other than to
promise some fixes that will arrive in the future.

This web of problems and disputes is symptomatic of a water management system in the early
stages of collapse, in the view of Justin Mankin, a Dartmouth University professor who helps lead a
federal task force that's monitoring the West's 23-year drought.

Such a collapse would mean the laws, rules and governmental structures and policies that underlie
this system would no longer be reliable, he said.

Not only would that call into question the system's ability to meet its obligations to deliver water to
customers, it would also mean a whole new legal and political structure would have to be developed
to govern water allocation and use, he said.

The backdrop to this drama is a century- old system of river water allocations for the states that
everyone involved knows is unrealistic but which appears too entrenched to change. The allocations
were set by the 1922 Colorado River Compact, which recent investigative reporting has shown was
based on assumptions about river flows that some scientists warned even back then were
unrealistically high.

A collapse would likely mean the giant reservoirs Lake Powell and Lake Mead would have much
less if any water for drinking, bathing and outdoor watering at the homes and businesses from
Denver to Tucson to Los Angeles that now rely heavily on river water, Mankin said.

Farmers from Southern California's Imperial Valley to Yuma to Western Colorado who use river
water for irrigation would find themselves in similar straits.

Electric power now serving about 5.5 million customers from Glen Canyon Dam and a group of
smaller reservoirs in the river's Upper Basin and 8 million from Hoover Dam could also be cut off
or severely curtailed.

'The on-the-ground impact is that nobody who uses water at the municipal, household, agricultural
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or industrial level, can rely on having sufficient water,' he said.

The system is too ossified to respond nimbly and quickly enough to a changing climate, he said.

'Canary in a coal mine?'

For two years, Mankin has served as one of four co-leaders of a drought task force run by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Its purpose is to better predict the timing and
severity of droughts in the U.S., and to help the federal government insure that water districts,
farmers, businesses, and public-resource managers have the information needed to cope with
droughts as global warming increases the risks of them.

A geography professor at Dartmouth, Mankin made a point to note that he's a physical climate
scientist, not a water policy scholar. His assessment of the Colorado River's problems are his own
and are not related to the Drought Task Force, he said.

'Not many scientists are willing to say something like what I'm saying,' Mankin said.

But others are also using the word 'collapse.'

On Aug. 16, Assistant Interior Secretary for Water and Science Tanya Trujillo said Interior is
cutting river water deliveries to the three Lower Basin states next year to 'avoid a catastrophic
collapse of the Colorado River system.' Arizona, California and Nevada are the Lower Basin states.

The same day, the Gila River Indian Community said in a news release 'that the Colorado River
system as a whole is on the brink of collapse.'

To tribal officials, collapse would mean reservoirs Mead and Powell reaching 'dead pool' levels, at
which they could no longer deliver water, an attorney for the Gila community, Jason Hauter, said in
an interview. The Gila community is headquartered in Sacaton, about 80 miles north of Tucson off
Interstate 10.

'We are almost out of stored water' in the reservoirs, Hauter said. 'We can only exist on what's in the
system. For that to work you have to have a certain amount of water left behind in reservoirs that
you can tap into. To do that, there will have to be reduction in use.'

Mankin's vision of a systemic collapse runs far deeper than our falling reservoirs.

'The reservoirs, the regulatory framework, the Law of the River — they're not doing what they're
designed to do. That sure looks like failure to me. The system is designed to buffer drought and
provide certainty and it's not doing that,' he said.

'There are always these competing demands on water out there. Somebody's going to lose. I don't
think that's the water economy functioning. The water economy is failing.'

He sees Lake Powell's highly uncertain status as a major symptom of the problems with water
management across the West, asking if it's 'a canary in a coal mine.'

Unsustainable
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As of now, the lake is not in immediate crisis. It stands nearly 40 feet above 3,490 feet, the level at
which it no longer can generate electricity and at which its ability to keep delivering all the water it
normally sends downstream to the Grand Canyon and Lake Mead would come under question.

But Powell is artificially propped up in a way that can't last.

The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation sent a half-million acre-feet of extra water downstream this past
spring to Powell from the Flaming Gorge Reservoir in northern Utah, after sending about 161,000
acre-feet last year to Powell from Flaming Gorge and other upstream reservoirs. But bureau
hydrologic engineer James Prairie told a water conference in Denver in August, 'We probably have
an opportunity to to do it maybe two more times, and then there will be then no more capacity' left
for Flaming Gorge releases.

Also, the bureau cut releases from Powell to Mead by almost 500,000 acrefeet in April — an action
that if repeated regularly will seriously deplete Mead.

Mead is already falling faster than Powell — 23 feet versus 16 feet since September 2021. It could
fall farther still in 2023, because the bureau says it's considering reducing deliveries from Powell to
less than the 7 million acre-feet it delivered to Mead this year. That's the least water it's sent to
Mead since 1964, when Powell was first filling.

'Is it a mark of a functioning water allocation system to have the two most important reservoirs in
the West be unable to perform their basic functions?' Mankin asked. 'If you can't generate power out
of Lake Powell or Lake Mead, or if you can't use Powell as this kind of central bank for water
allocations in the same way anymore, and you are having to siphon water from upstream, and you
are doing it in an unsustainable ways, with no end of drought on the horizon, to me that's not the
sign of a healthy, functioning water economy.'

'There is not enough water as it stands for us to do everything we want. If you believe the climate
projections, it suggests there is even going to be less to go around going forward. This system is just
not built right, this system of power and profit around the allocation of water in the American West.
It's not in a position to be nimble and responsive in the face of an increasing trend to aridity.'

He described the collapse as a slow one, taking years, maybe decades.

'If the states of the West are having a hard time managing this drought now, that doesn't portend
sound drought management in the future,' he said.

'A time of unbelievable change'

To get feedback on Mankin's views, the Star reached out to a range of Western water sources,
including state and local water agencies, environmentalists, other academics and unaffiliated water
experts. Reactions varied, with much of the disagreement centering not on the river's declining
flows, but on his tracing the problems to the river's regulatory system.

At the root of that dispute is an ongoing debate over whether the centerpiece of the Law of the
River — the 1922 Colorado River Compact — needs to be redone.

Since 2000, the river has carried a bit less than three-fourths of the 16.5 million acre-feet of water a
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year that the 1922 pact awarded to Arizona and the six other Colorado River Basin states and, later,
to Mexico.

An investigative book, 'Science Be Damned,' found in 2019 that the states and Congress approved
the compact despite warnings from a highly qualified scientist that the river wouldn't have enough
water to meet its allocations.

Arguments that the compact needs to be revised have been countered by arguments this would
usher in endless litigation that would needlessly delay action on the river's problems. This debate is
likely to play out more intensely soon, as the federal government leads an effort to revise guidelines
it uses to operate the river's reservoirs — guidelines that expire in 2026.

Colorado State University water researcher Brad Udall, long one of the most vocal scientists
speaking out on the river's declining flows, said he doesn't disagree with much of what Mankin
says, but, 'I don't know that I like the word collapse.

'It implies a building comes down and there's nothing left. That's the wrong metaphor. The word I
might use is upheaval. We are in a time of unbelievable change, where everything is being
rethought. Events are overtaking basically 100 years of the Law of the River very quickly. We will
end up with some new way to operate the system soon,' said Udall, a senior water and climate
scientist for CSU's Colorado Water Center.

The next few years will be critical for the river in terms of how much flows down it, and how
Western water leaders respond to that hydrology, he added.

'it could go from having a system that we're in control of right now to potentially complete chaos.
The difference between those outcomes will be the leadership that Colorado River management
takes,' he said.

'We've still got time to respond. We've got decision makers who deserve a chance to get this right.
I'm confident the feds are not going to allow a collapse to occur.'

But it's not just the Colorado River that's in trouble in the West, Udall emphasized.

The Rio Grande in New Mexico and Texas, the Klamath River in California and Oregon, and the
entire Sacramento- San Joaquin river system in northern California also are seeing reduced flows, in
part because of climate change and in part due to overuse, said Udall, who a decade ago was
director and principal investigator for NOAA's Western Water Assessment program.

'It's important we understand the breadth of and the nature of the problem and the causes,' Udall
said.

'I don't see how this ends well'

Symptoms of a possible collapse, as Mankin sees it, come through clearly in the dramatic, recent
change in the writings of New Mexico author-researcher John Fleck, a co-author of 'Science Be
Damned.'

Long a guarded optimist about the river's future, Fleck took a deeply pessimistic tone in his
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'Inkstain' blog in late September, warning it's hard not to see 'dead pool looming.' The reservoirs
will hit 'dead pool' at levels so low that water can no longer be extracted from them.

In his 2016 book 'Water is for Fighting Over,' however, Fleck wrote that even with climate change
reducing its flows, he saw hope that the river could survive relatively intact.

For one, he recalled a series of water deals made among various parties showing their willingness to
collaborate, most notably in a 2003 agreement in which Southern California users gave up the
nearly 20% of their total take from the river because that exceeded the amount they have legal
rights to. Second, he observed that 'when people have less water, they use less water,' noting that
cities and towns across the West have repeatedly managed to conserve as the supply dwindles.

But today, while still believing shrinking water supplies can be conserved without significant
damage to local economies or communities, he's frustrated that the basin states seem unwilling to
do that.

'Climate change and drought have outpaced in the last several years the capacity of those tools to
deal with our problems,' he said in an interview, speaking of collaboration and conservation. 'What I
did not understand is how hard it would be to scale that up in a hurry.'

Fleck started and finished his Sept. 27 blog post on the river's crisis with the phrase, 'I don't see how
this ends well.'

'Five-alarm fire bad'

Fleck's post portrays the key players in ongoing water conflicts — Arizona, California and the
federal government — as 'boxed in' from taking action by various political and legal constraints,
'while the water in the Colorado River's big reservoirs is circling the drains.'

Arizona, having given up 800,000 acre-feet of river water this year, is unlikely to give up more
without substantial cuts from California, he wrote.

In California, officials have offered to cut their total river water use by 400,000 acre-feet, less than
one-tenth of the state's total legal supply. But that cut won't be nearly enough for the Lower Basin to
meet its share of the 2 million to 4 million acre-foot cut that federal officials are demanding of all
seven river basin states. It would almost certainly require Arizona to put up far more than it's been
willing to do to date, potentially precipitating a political and legal deadlock.

Fleck also ran through the latest negative Bureau of Reclamation forecasts for reservoir levels for
the next two years. For Powell, the 'minimum probable' forecast for the next two years shows it
falling below the level at which Glen Canyon Dam can produce electricity starting in December
2023, and staying there for seven of the next eight months.

For Lake Mead, the 'minimum probable' forecast shows it falling below 1,020 feet, compared to
about 1,044 feet today, for every month from September 2023 through August 2024, and below
1,000 feet for the last three months of that period.

While those levels are well above 950 feet, below which Hoover Dam can't generate power, they're
well below 1,025 feet, the level at which the most severe cuts to Lower Basin water users would
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occur under the 2019 Drought Contingency Plan.

'For those not steeped in the numbers, this is cracked-mud, five-alarm fire bad,' wrote Fleck.

His post saw federal officials as 'frankly boxed in' by the paralysis that always accompanies a
looming election, by the Lower Basin states' unwillingness or inability to cut enough water use, and
by the need to better include tribes in their discussions, among other forces.

'It's hard to look at all these constraints, the boxed-in-ness — on Arizona, on California, on the
federal government — and not see dead pool looming,' Fleck wrote.

Since Fleck's post was published, a new Bureau of Reclamation action has given the researcher
more optimism that something might be done in the coming year to stabilize the river's battered
reservoirs. In late October, the bureau announced plans to approve a blueprint by August 2023 to
reduce water use in the entire river basin.

One alternative it will consider is imposing its own solution, as it has threatened to do since mid-
June. A second alternative would be for the bureau and the states to work out a solution
collaboratively. While either solution would delay water use reductions until early 2024, the bureau
also is raising the possibility it could cut water releases from both Mead and Powell much sooner if
needed.

But Fleck told the Star he generally doesn't disagree with Mankin's view the system is on the edge
of collapse.

'Clearly the system is failing us, meaning the interactions of physical infrastructure and water
allocation rules,' Fleck said.

Since Interior Department officials warned in June of the need to cut up to 4 million acre-feet a year
of river water use, in particular, the system 'has failed a really important test,' he said.

'What you see right now is a whole bunch of people making the argument about what they've
already given up and 'the responsibility for the next actions must fall to others',' Fleck said. 'There's
not enough water for all of us to be right.'

Cycles of 'crisis and neglect'

The reservoirs whose water is 'circling the drains' have been essential in making the American West
habitable, Mankin noted.

'The structures that we built on the Western landscape are gigantic, massive interventions in local
hydrology. These reservoirs have been essential for providing water to do a whole host of things,
from growing food to recreating to generating power. They are designed to do so when there isn't
enough water to fall from the sky. We made these massive interventions to assure water supplies in
times of drought,' he said.

So far, he thinks they've done 'OK' and that one could argue they've managed to operate well during
the last 20 years of 'megadrought.' But he added: they've never really flourished.
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'This latest drought has kind of revealed how vulnerable this system is, how the water economy of
the West has been operating at an incredibly thin margin for decades,' he said. 'For awhile, the
margins were favorable. But this drought has kind of shown that this water system in the American
West is not well adapted to climate change.'

Mankin's larger point is that the strategies officials have pursued so far — drawing emergency water
from upstream or cutting deliveries to downstream users — 'just kick the can down the road and
deepens our vulnerability.'

Probably his biggest concern is that the states and federal government continue managing the river
and its reservoirs through various cycles of 'crisis and neglect.'

'A crisis is something you manage over the short term to get back to normal, and so the response is
really centered around returning to normal. The focus on returning to normal often obscures the
structural processes that led to the crisis to begin with,' Mankin said. 'Focusing on drought as a
crisis obscures any meaningful evaluation.'

For one, he cited the $2 million, twoyear study the Bureau of Reclamation launched in early 2022
to investigate ways to continue producing electricity at Glen Canyon Dam if Powell drops below
3,490 feet.

'The idea of investing a whole bunch of money to continue to produce hydropower from Glen
Canyon Dam, maybe it is a strategy to pursue, but it's not clear that strategy is borne of clear-eyed,
holistic long-range planning to insure that you get the greatest bang for your buck,' he said. 'It's
entirely within the realm of possibility that Reclamation could go through this arduous process of
lowering the water level where power could be generated, and in a few years time, we'll be right
back where we are now. I don't think anybody would be surprised.'

The question of how to keep providing power from the two dams for the long term is one the states
and Reclamation have yet to really contend with, he said.

'That leaves a lot of people who rely on that power in limbo,' he said. 'The more the strategy is to
hold onto the status quo rather than being clear-eyed about sustainably sourcing energy for people,
given the current hydroclimate in the West, the more that is creating uncertainty.'

Today, as the basin states and federal government struggle to find ways to immediately cut their
water use, Mankin said it's positive to see 'the right people are alarmed,' but he doesn't think the
crisis has reached a point leading to restructuring how water is allocated.

'A cut in water use doesn't fix structural issues. A cut is a short-term solution.'

Some say the river compact isn't the problem

Asked how he would fix the West's structural water problems, Mankin replied, 'The short answer is,
I do not know.'

But he doesn't see the current system tied to the 1922 compact as sustainable.

'What is the value of a regulatory framework that assumes a climate we no longer have? I'm not a
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lawyer but that strikes me as a fallacious premise for a legal framework that is so crucial to well-
being in the West.'

'I think that the extent to which the Law of the River is grounded in an annual allocation of seven
million acrefeet a year of water to the Upper and Lower basins, then that is not really tenable, is it?'

But the compact and other elements of the Law of the River have long been the glue that many
water leaders believe has held the river system together through a century of water surpluses and
shortages, and of court fights and congressional conflicts.

That point was driven home last month, in a letter to the Bureau of Reclamation from the seven
river basin states' top water officials. They argued the Law of the River 'must be the foundation' for
how new rules for operating reservoirs are written.

Besides the 1922 Compact, the Law of the River also includes a 1948 compact governing the four
Upper Basin states and a 1944 treaty awarding Mexico 1.5 million acre-feet a year of river water,
the states said.

'The new operating rules should not interfere with the right of any state to administer and regulate
water within its boundaries in relation to the appropriation, use, and control of water. The existing
framework provides legal certainty regarding management of the Colorado River System and its
infrastructure. It also allows for collaboration and consensus which helps avoid the uncertain
outcomes that result from litigation,' said the letter, whose signers include Arizona Department of
Water Resources Director Tom Buschatzke.

The letter acknowledged that the last 20 years of drought and increasing aridity on the river have
highlighted the system's vulnerabilities that the new rules should address. To improve operations at
Lake Powell and Lake Mead, the new operating rules should address risks and opportunities
resulting from increased variability in river flows, including climate change impacts, and produce
mechanisms to restore the depleted reservoirs, the letter said.

Instead of calling for structural change in river management, the Sept. 1 letter from the states said
balancing water use and river depletions with

available supply 'is the foundation for sustainable management under Post-2026 operations. This
should include the advancement of meaningful water conservation programs across all sectors and
transparent and accurate accounting of depletions and available supply.'

Asked separately to comment on whether the river system is on the verge of collapse, ADWR and
the Southern Nevada Water Authority declined.

In an email to the Star, Adel Hagekhalil, general manager of Southern California's Metropolitan
Water District, also didn't respond to that question, but said the Colorado River Compact isn't the
problem — it's drought, climate change, and the resulting declines in runoff and reservoir levels.

'The challenges before us are significant. We must immediately respond to the dropping levels of
Lake Mead and Lake Powell, while at the same time seeking ways to bring longer-term balance to
the river through post-2026 operations. These unprecedented conditions caused by climate change
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require unprecedented and bold actions anchored in integration, innovation and inclusion,'
Hagekhalil wrote.

'The good news is, we have the legal foundation on which to build short- and long-term solutions.
We are not starting from scratch. The Colorado River Compact provides both legal certainty and the
flexibility needed to adapt to our changing future,' said Hagekhalil, adding that tackling drought and
related issues 'is tough enough, without adding unnecessary litigation and uncertainty.'

We'll all have to live with less, permanently

Everyone who relies on Colorado River water, including Southern California, is going to have to
live with less, permanently, Hagekhalil said.

Other river basin water users recognize that, and that's why the various states signed off on a
drought contingency plan in 2019 and a less sweeping '500-plus' plan last year to make additional
cuts in Lower Basin water use, he said. That's also why Nevada and Arizona have invested in
Metropolitan's plans to develop one of the world's largest water recycling facilities, he said.

'And it is why we will continue our work at the negotiating table to find immediate and long-term
solutions.'

But Eric Kuhn, a Colorado researcher, author and former water district general manager, predicted
at a recent water conference in Colorado that river flows are now dropping so fast that in a few
years, rather than renegotiate or amend the compact, 'we will ignore all provisions' except for its
first article, which simply lays out its purposes.

'So many fundamental changes are needed, and time is so short, we don't have time to rethink the
Law of the River,' said Kuhn, who co-authored 'Science Be Damned.'

The compact's allocations of 16.5 million acre-feet a year don't work with a river that has carried
barely 12 million since 2000 and about 10.5 million since 2018, he said. Even more pessimistic
forecasts of 9 million a year have very low probabilities but aren't totally unrealistic, he said. Flows
that low 'would force major, major changes in how we do business,' Kuhn said in an interview.
'We're already in an era of doing things very differently than we thought we were at a few years
ago.'

'You are taking peoples' property rights'

Jennifer Gimbel, a water expert at Colorado State, strongly disagrees with Mankin's arguments,
particularly his view that the Colorado River Compact needs overhauling. Gimbel is a senior water
policy scholar at CSU's Colorado Water Center. She's also a former official of the Bureau of
Reclamation and the broader Interior Department, and a former Colorado governor's representative
in Colorado River water negotiations.

Gimbel defends the water rights system encouraged by the compact that's known as prior
appropriation, in which those with earlier water rights have higher priority to river water than those
who got their rights later. In the Lower Basin, the earliest rights are held by tribes and numerous
non-Indian farming districts, while the Central Arizona Project's rights are among the very latest,
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dating to Congress' approval of CAP in 1968.

'The West was populated under the prior appropriations system and many states' constitutions
provide for the prior appropriation system. It's a pretty solid method of administering water rights,'
one based on the theory that water rights are property rights, she said.

Gimbel also disputes Mankin's view questioning the value of our legal water management
framework.

'What else is there if you change that framework and you change water law? You are taking peoples'
property rights and you'll have to pay for it.

'If you completely change it, what do you change it to? We are very oriented on states' rights. The
only way you could change it is to a federal system for managing water. I just don't see that
happening.'

'We all know they divvied up the river with more water at the time than there is now,' Gimbel said.
'Fixing that goes back to demand management. How can we operate the river so everyone is sharing
the risk of aridification, yet continue to grow our robust economy to feed people and give them
water for health and welfare?'

Unlike Mankin, Gimbel sees the reservoir system as still functional, while acknowledging it's been
under a lot of stress.

'He acknowledges the reservoirs were built to capture water in the good years to sustain us in the
bad years. They've done that. We've maintained our economy for the last 20 years on the Colorado
River. There's obviously issues now with the Colorado River, but the reservoirs in general, they are
doing what they are supposed to do.

'I don't agree that the system is on the edge. The hard part is when you have the two largest
reservoirs in the country on one river system, the way they been operated over the last 20 years,
maintaining overuse of water by the Lower Basin, that is where we're hurting,' Gimbel said.

To her, fixing things is a matter of experimenting and trying alternative management strategies. The
seven states have done that twice now — first when they approved operating guidelines for the
reservoirs in 2007, second when they approved separate drought contingency plans for each basin
in 2019. Neither has worked as well as officials had hoped, 'considering the climate we have,' she
said.

Today, 'I feel a lot more optimistic than Professor Mankin,' she said. 'He acknowledges there's a lot
of very smart people working on this. These people have shown themselves to be capable of
thinking outside the box.

'They are innovative. They are creative. They all have constituencies they have to report to. One of
their challenges is just getting the political will in each of the seven basin states to try something
different, as well as getting the federal government to agree to do something different.'

'Yes, we're in the early stages of collapse'
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Much less optimistic is Kathleen Ferris, director and chief counsel for the Arizona Department of
Resources nearly four decades ago and today a water lawyer, policy analyst and researcher.

'I've never seen a situation where every single person in water I know is equally concerned. Many
times in the past, people would say 'we can make it through this and through that. We just need a
few good years. We just need to work a little harder.' No one is saying that anymore. Anyone who is
responsible is saying we've got a real big problem here,' Ferris said.

'Yes, we're in the early stages of collapse. I'm seeing the headlines, and the fear among the people
who should know the most about this, the water managers. They're not so sure we can get through
this when they used to say we could,' said Ferris, a senior research fellow at Arizona State
University's Kyl Center for Water Policy and a legal counsel and policy adviser for the Phoenix-
based Arizona Municipal Water Utilities Association.

Part of the reason it's been hard for the basin states to reach consensus on cutting water use is that
it's not clear people have a good understanding of what the options are, Ferris said.

If Mankin says 'this 100-year-old system doesn't conform with reality, what does?' she asked. 'Is it
replumbing the reservoirs? Is it taking down Glen Canyon Dam? And I'm not hearing the
government talking much about what might be done.

'I hear them saying, 'We're going to try to figure out a way to get water out of Lake Powell below
dead pool.' That's just creating another problem to me. How long can that last? That is a short-term
fix for a long-term problem. Because if it reaches dead pool, and you take the water out that's still
there, there's nothing there left,' Ferris said.

'I would like to be optimistic about the future of the Colorado River. Right now, I don't see anything
out there to give me optimism.'

'We have to change the way we live,' she said. 'Our priorities have to change. We have to really
think hard about growth and how we're going to get from here to there. We have to live within our
means, but first we've got to figure out what our means are and go about living within those means.'

Contact Tony Davis at 520-349-0350 or tdavis@tucson.com. Follow Davis on
Twitter@tonydavis987.
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Tom Wright of the environmentalist Glen Canyon Institute hikes past the beached marker for Willow Canyon
where the water has drastically receded in Glen Canyon National Recreation Area on May 13, 2022. KELLY
PRESNELL, ARIZONA DAILY STAR

Commerce Secretary Herbert Hoover presides over the signing of the Colorado River Compact in Santa Fe,
N.M., on Nov. 24, 1922. Warnings were ignored from the beginning that the brokered deal allocated more
water to seven U.S. states than the river could provide. U.S. BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
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An irrigator works to fix a clogged sprinkler in a freshly planted winter vegetable field in the Yuma Valley.
Farms in the seven Colorado River basin states use an estimated 70% to 80% of the Colorado River's water,
so they will be the biggest targets for cuts. RANDY HOEFT, YUMA DAILY SUN

The remains of a big mouth bass lay in the silt just above where the shrunken Escalante River joins Lake
Powell. Water from the depleted lakes Powell and Mead serves tens of millions of people in the West, but
'there is not enough water as it stands for us to do everything we want,' warns Dartmouth professor Justin
Mankin. KELLY PRESNELL, ARIZONA DAILY STAR
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Environmental activist Frank Colver makes his way over the dried and cracking silt left where the Escalante
River joins Lake Powell in Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, Utah, on May 13, 2022. The receding
water of the lake has the river cutting through the decades of accumulated silt to form a delta where it meets
the lake. KELLY PRESNELL, ARIZONA DAILY STAR

Boulder Dam's mighty water intake towers are shown in this picture of the gigantic electric power project
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from 1938, as Lake Mead was filling. Today that power serves 8 million customers in the West. But federal
forecasters say Lake Mead's water level could drop so low in a few years it couldn't generate power.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Central Arizona Project construction in Western Arizona, 1979. The $4 billion canal system delivers drinking
water from the Colorado River to Phoenix and Tucson and irrigation water for farms. Tucsonans currently
drink only CAP water, but the project faces continuing cuts due to drought and climate change. JOAN
RENNICK, TUCSON CITIZEN
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